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FROG 2 QUICK START GUIDE  

 

1. Introduction 

This guide is intended to give you an indication of the steps necessary in order to prepare the Frog 
2 desk for programming.  It is by no means meant as a substitute to the Operating Manual, but will 
guide you through the initial setup stages.  As your experience with the desk expands, you may well 
find your own way of setting up the desk.   

 

2. Getting Started 

Prior to powering up the desk, it is essential to attach all the peripherals you require.  The desk has 
support for a PS2 or USB Keyboard and Mouse, two VGA monitors (or touch screens) and a desk 
light (Littlelite) on 3 pin XLR. These must be connected before powering up, as subsequent 
connection could result in software or hardware malfunctions.   

Once you have connected all the peripherals you require, power on the desk using the switch on 
the rear panel. The external power supply has a separate switch on it, so if you see no immediate 
response, check you have both power switches set to ON, and that the IEC lead is firmly attached 
to the external power supply. 

When you power on the desk, the desk will run through its power up routine and after a short while 
you will be presented with the Home Screen as shown below: 

 

 

 

3. Setting Up the Desk 

Before you start programming cues etc, you will need to set up the desk.   

Press the SETUP key to display the Setup Window on the touch screen and monitor.   

Setup is intended to give you access to the core settings for the Frog 2, and you shouldn't need to 
enter the Setup area during a show. It is, however also used for saving and loading of show files 
and updating the desk software. 
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4. Adding Fixtures  

Once in the Setup screen, the first task you need to perform is to assign the fixtures in your rig to 
the desk’s fixture schedule. This tells the desk how many of each fixture type you have, allowing the 
desk to load the correct details into its memory. 

Press the [Add Fixtures] key on the touch screen. The Fixture Schedule Window is displayed on the 
touch screen: 

 

 

 

The left hand column in this screen allows you to select the fixture manufacturer.  

Scroll down or use the cursor keys to select the required manufacturer (eg MARTIN). 

Press the right arrow key to move the cursor to the fixtures into the right hand column.   

Scroll down or use the cursor keys to select the required fixture type (eg MAC 250). 

Press the SET key to enter the quantity (Qty) field. Enter the quantity of the fixture required, then 
press the ENTER key. 

You can then repeat the above procedure for adding the other fixtures in your rig.   

When you have finished adding all of the fixtures you require to the schedule, press the [OK] key. 
You will then be returned to the Patch area of the Setup screen.  

 

Note – Fixture Types 

If the fixture type you require is not in the fixture library stored on the desk you can import the fixture 
type – see Setup chapter in the Operating Manual for full details. 
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5. Patching Fixtures  

After adding the fixtures into the schedule, the next step is to patch the fixtures.   

Patching involves telling the desk which fixture is located at which DMX start address.   

The Frog 2 desk has four universes of DMX output, numbered 1 to 4.   

It is important to ensure you patch the fixtures to the correct DMX universe.   

The patch window can display the patch in three different views on the monitor screen (Outputs, 
Fixtures and Channels). The default view is the Outputs view (see below).  

Select the Outputs view of the Patch Window and select the DMX universe you wish to work on by 
clicking on the relevant universe in the Patch Window: 
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5.1 Patching a Group of Fixtures 

To patch an entire group of fixtures (eg All MAC 250s) sequentially from a start address, press the 
GROUP key, select the group from the tool bar on the touch screen, press the @ key, enter the 
DMX start address and press ENTER.  

For example:  GROUP [MAC 250] @ 101 ENTER 

 

5.2 Patching Individual Fixtures 

To patch individual fixtures (eg the first MAC 500) at a specified start address, press the GROUP 
key, select the group from the tool bar on the touch screen, select the required fixture, press the @ 
key, enter the DMX start address and press ENTER.  

For example:  GROUP [MAC 500] 1 @ 274 ENTER 

 

5.3 Patching by Fixture Number 

If you have assigned each fixture an individual fixture number in the Edit Fixtures screen, you can 
omit the group selection part of the command, and simply refer to the fixture(s) by their individual 
fixture number(s).  

For example:  301 @ 146 ENTER 

 

5.4 Patching to a Specified Universe 

Fixtures can also be patched to a specified universe by including the universe number in the 
command. For example to patch the MAC 250’s to universe 3 starting at DMX address 201, enter 
the following command: 

GROUP [MAC 250] @ 3/201 ENTER 

 

5.5 Unpatching Fixtures 

If an error is made in patching, the [Unpatch] soft key can be used in place of ENTER to undo a 
patching command. For example: 

GROUP [MAC 250] 1 THRU 5 @ 1 UNPATCH 
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6. Editing Fixtures  

The Edit Fixtures screen allows you to perform the following functions on the fixtures in the fixture 
schedule: 

• Name individual fixtures 

• Assign user fixture numbers 

• Edit fixture parameter Default (release) values 

• Edit fixture parameter Home values 

• Edit fixture parameter Topset values 

• Adjust the Pan and Tilt alignment of fixtures 

• Change Fixture Type 

• Patch Functions 

 

6.1 Edit Fixtures Screen 

Press the [Edit Fixtures] key on the touch screen or monitor.  The Edit Fixtures screen is displayed 
on the touch screen and the monitor:   

 

 

 

To make changes to a particular fixture or a complete group of fixtures, first select the fixture group.  
The name of the group is displayed in the header of the window. 

Press the GROUP button until the required group is displayed in the touch screen header.  All the 
fixtures in this group are now displayed in the Edit Fixtures Window.   

Use the soft buttons [Default], [Home], [Topset] etc to display the required fixture data.  

Use the cursor keys to move to the individual field to edit or use the ALL row to edit all fixtures in the 
chosen group. Press SET to enter the field, adjust the value as required then press ENTER. 

Once all changes have been made, press the [OK] key to return to the Patch screen.   
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6.2 Naming Fixtures 

Use the arrow keys to move the cursor to the Name column of the required fixture and then press 
the SET key. Enter the name of the fixture using the external keyboard, then press the ENTER key. 

 

6.3 Numbering Fixtures 

Each fixture has its own fixture number. By default, the first fixture in each group is numbered 1, 
and then sequentially onwards up to the quantity of fixtures in their group. 

It is worth taking some time time thinking about numbering your fixtures. One method of numbering 
fixtures would be to give each group of fixtures an individual start number.   

The ALL row allows you to make changes which affect the whole group of fixtures.   

Use the arrow keys to move the cursor to the ALL row and No column and then press the SET key. 
Enter the fixture number for the first fixture in the group and press ENTER.  

For example – select the MAC 500 fixture group and enter 501 in the All row and No column. The 
MAC 500 fixtures will be renumbered 501, 502, 503 etc.  

 

6.4 Editing Default / Home / Topset Values  

Press the [Default] / [Home] / [Topset] key. Use the arrow keys to move the cursor to the required 
column of the selected fixture and then press the SET key. Enter the required value using the 
external keyboard or numeric keypad on the front panel of the desk, then press ENTER. 

 

6.5 Aligning Fixtures 

Press the [Alignment] key. Use the arrow keys to move the cursor to the required column of the 
selected fixture and then press the SET key.  Use the arrow keys to move to the Invert P, Invert T or 
P/T Swap column of the required fixture and then press the SET key. Use the left and right arrow 
keys, to toggle between the values.  Press the ENTER key. 

 

6.6 Changing Fixture Type 

Press the [Change Type] key.  Select the [Change] button for the required fixture or the [Change] 
button in the ALL row to change all of the selected fixtures. 

Select the Manufacturer, Fixture Type and Mode (if applicable) via the touch screen or popup 
window on the monitor and confirm the change type operation. 

 

6.7 Patch Functions 

Press the [Patch] key.  You can now patch, repatch or unpatch the selected fixture(s). See Setup 
section of the Operating Manual for full details of the patch functions available. 
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7. Desk Setup  

The Desk Setup function allows you to configure or customise the settings on the desk to your own 
requirements.  

Desk Setup is divided into a number of different sections which are accessed by pressing the 
corresponding soft button on the touch screen: 

 

 

 

A summary of the Desk Setup options is provided below. For full details of the various options refer 
to the Setup chapter in the Operating Manual. 

• Displays - Indicate which monitors are connected; adjust the touch screen timeout, brightness 
and contrast; re-calibrate the touch screen(s); adjust desk lamp brightness. 

• Peripheral - Allow mouse or trackball to control pan and tilt parameters; display soft keyboard 
on the touch screen; wheel sensitivity. 

• Inputs  – Set up SMPTE and MIDI Timecode; CAN; Set Time; Set Date. 

• Outputs – Configure DMX universe to DMX output sockets. 

• Behaviour – Keep parameters separate options; Page Holdover if Active; Confirm Overwrites; 
UDF and UDK actions; Tie UDF / Playback pages. 

• Default Times – Set up the default delay and fade times for each attribute (Intensity, Colour, 
Beamshape, Position) for all new recorded cues. 

• Cue Stack Defaults – Set up the default options for all new cue stacks including timecode and 
chase modifiers. 

• Lock – Lock the desk; change the lock code (PIN). 

• Event Monitor – Indicates each front panel action (slider movement, key press etc.) 
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8. Saving Shows  

The Frog 2 desk will save the show automatically to its internal memory at regular intervals. 

External backups of the show data can be made to a USB Storage Device (eg memory stick 
included with your Frog 2) or to recordable CD.   

Press the [Files] key on the touch screen or monitor. 

Press the [Save Show] key to enter the Save Show screen.   

Press the Destination Device key to select the required device. 

Type the show name in the Filename box.   

Ensure that you have the correct save option selected (default = Save Complete Show).  

Press the [OK] key.   

After a few seconds, the show will be saved.   
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9. Loading Shows  

Shows can be loaded onto the Frog 2 from either CD or USB Storage Device.   

Insert or connect the storage medium containing the show. 

Press the [Files] key on the touch screen or monitor. 

Press the [Load Show] key to enter the Load Show screen.   

Press the Source Device key to select the required device. 

A list of show files on the currently selected storage device appears on the touch screen.   

Select the show file you wish to load using the cursor keys. 

Ensure that you have the correct Load Option selected (default = Load Complete Show). 

Press [OK] key to load the show.   

The desk will load the show into its memory and you will be returned to the home screen.  

 

 

 

10. Clear Options  

This section of Setup allows you to clear (delete) various components which make up the show file 
(ie cue stacks, groups, palettes, UDF’s, UDK’s etc.) For full details see the Setup section of the 
Operating Manual. 

 

11. Exiting Setup 

Once you have finished making changes to the setup, press the [Close] key in the top corner of the 
Setup screen to leave Setup.  You will be returned to the Home Screen. 
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12. The Program Window  

The Program Window is central to the programming functionality on the Frog 2 desk.  

It is recommended that the Program Window is displayed on one of the monitor screens when 
programming cues, palettes, UDFs, UDKs etc. 

To display the Program Window on the monitor press the [Program Window] key on the touch 
screen.   

As you select fixtures and adjust their parameters with the control wheels, the corresponding 
information is shown in the Program Window. 

The fixture parameter data displayed in the Program Window can then be recorded to cues, 
palettes, UDF’s or UDKs as required. 

 

 

 

The fixtures and their parameter values are shown as a table.  

The currently selected fixtures are highlighted in yellow. 

Fixture parameters which are tagged have a green background, those that are untagged have a 
grey background. 
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13. Controlling Fixtures  

Once you have added fixtures to the schedule, patched them to the DMX, changed the defaults (if 
required) and exited Setup you are ready to control the fixtures.   

 

13.1 Selecting Fixtures 

The simplest way to select a group of fixtures is via the Master Groups which are created 
automatically when fixtures are added to the schedule. 

Press the GROUP button. The Master Groups are displayed in a toolbar above the command line 
on the touch screen.  Select the required group by pressing one of the soft keys on the touch 
screen (eg Goldenscan HPE). 

 

 

 

13.2 Homing the Fixtures 

The easiest way to see which fixtures in the rig you are controlling is to ‘home’ them. This will set 
their position (Pan and Tilt) to 50%, the dimmer to 100% with an open white beam (no gobos or 
effects). 

Hold down the SHIFT key and then press the HIGHLIGHT key. This will send all the fixtures in the 
selected group to their ‘home’ values and automatically tag all of the fixture parameters.   

 

13.3 Controlling Fixture Parameters 

Each fixture type has it’s own set of parameters (intensity, color, gobo, pan, tilt etc) which are 
classified or grouped together into different attributes (Position, Colour, Beam). 

Once a fixture, or group of fixtures has been selected, the attribute buttons and control wheels can 
be used to adjust the parameter output levels as required. 
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13.4 Controlling Intensity 

The intensity parameter of the selected fixture(s) can be controlled by entering commands directly 
via the numeric keypad or by using the corresponding control wheel. 

 

13.4.1 Direct Commands 

Intensity levels can be set for a complete group of fixtures using the following commands: 

GROUP <select group> @ N ENTER  sets the intensity output to N %. 

GROUP <select group> FULL ENTER  sets the intensity output to 100 %. 

Intensity levels can also be set for a single fixture or a number of fixtures within a group. First select 
the group and then use any of the following commands: 

1 @ N ENTER   sets the intensity output of fixture 1to N %. 

1 FULL ENTER   sets the intensity output of fixture 1to 100 %. 

2 + 3 @ N ENTER   sets the intensity output of fixtures 2 and 3 to N %. 

2 + 3 FULL ENTER   sets the intensity output of fixtures 2 and 3 to 100 %. 

5 THRU 10 @ N ENTER  sets the intensity output of fixtures 5 to 10 to N %. 

5 THRU 10 FULL ENTER  sets the intensity output of fixtures 5 to 10 to 100 %. 

 

13.4.2 Using the Control Wheel 

The Intensity channel of a fixture can also be adjusted by control wheel. 

First select the fixture(s) required as described above and then press the POSITION attribute key (if 
not already selected). The intensity parameter is assigned to the second finger wheel. 

Use the control wheel to adjust the intensity level as required. The output value is shown on the 
touch screen above the corresponding control wheel. 

 

Tip – No Intensity Output ? 

If the intensity output levels do not change when you send any of the above commands to a fixture, 
or adjust the intensity level using the wheel, check that the GRAND MASTER fader is at full and the 
BLACKOUT button is off. If the selected fixture(s) have a Shutter parameter, check that the shutter 
is open. Check that the Highlight key is not selected. 
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13.5 Controlling Colour, Beamshape and Position Parameters 

The colour, beamshape and position parameters of the selected fixture(s) are controlled using the 
control wheels. First select the required fixture(s) and then press one of the attribute keys 
(POSITION,  COLOUR or BEAM). 

The corresponding parameters for the fixture are assigned to the control wheels and are indicated 
on lower part of the touch screen.  

In the example below, COLOUR has been selected and the fixture parameters Cyan, Magenta and 
Yellow are assigned to the three control wheels. 

If the fixture has more than three controllable parameters for the selected attribute, pressing the 
attribute key selects the next group of parameters. 

 

 

 

13.6 Parameter Values 

The fixture parameter values displayed on the touch screen and Program Window can be shown in 
percentage, DMX or parameter details (if defined in the fixture data). 

Press the [Percent] soft button on the touch screen.  A drop down menu is displayed with the 
options Percent, DMX, Details (%), Details (DMX).  Select the required option. 
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13.7 Tagging Parameters 

On the Frog 2 desk, fixture parameters must be ‘tagged’ for them to be recorded when 
programming cues, palettes, UDF’s or UDK’s. 

The tag status of each fixture parameter is indicated on the touch screen and in the Program 
Window by it’s background colour – grey indicates that the parameter is untagged; green indicates 
that the parameter is tagged. 

If a parameter’s value is changed by a command, moving the control wheel or directly in the 
Program Window, it will be tagged automatically. 

It is also possible to tag and untag fixture parameters manually via the touch screen, by pressing on 
the parameter name. 
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14. Cues  

Once you have set up a look that you like you can then record that state into a cue.   

If you wish to see the cues as they are recorded then display the Cue Stack Window on one of the 
monitor screens. Press the [Cue Stack] key on the touch screen.   

 

14.1 Selecting a Cue Stack 

Cues can be programmed into any of the 1000 user programmable cue stacks.   

Select Page 1 on the playback master section, using the PAGE+ and PAGE- buttons.   

Press the Stack SELECT button above the cue stack you wish to program.  The LED in the 
SELECT button illuminates to indicate that it is the active cue stack.   

 

14.2 Recording a Cue 

To record the tagged parameters into the next available whole cue number on the selected cue 
stack, simply enter the following command: 

RECORD ENTER  

If you wish to record the fixture data to a particular cue rather than the next available cue, then 
enter the following command: 

RECORD N ENTER  (N = Cue Number) 

If you wish to record the fixture data to a particular cue stack and cue number rather than the next 
available cue on the selected stack, then enter the following command: 

RECORD S/C ENTER (S = Stack Number, C = Cue Number) 

After recording a cue, the command line on the touch screen is cleared, the fixtures remain selected 
but the parameters are untagged. 

Subsequent cues can then be set up and recorded using the same method. 

As you become more experienced with the desk, you will find the most efficient way of programming 
your cues. 

 

Note – Record Options Window 

When you press the RECORD key the Record Options Window is displayed on the touch screen. 
This window allows you to adjust what data is recorded, as required – see the Programming chapter 
in the Operating Manual for further details. 
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14.3 Adjusting Fade and Delay Times 

As well as the actual output levels recorded in the cue, each fixture parameter also has it’s own 
fade and delay times.   

Default fade and delay times for Intensity, Colour, Beamshape and Position parameters are defined 
in Desk Setup, and can be adjusted if required, prior to programming your cues. 

The parameter fade and delay times are displayed in the Fade and Delay views of the Program 
Window. To see the fade or delay times for the fixture parameters in the Program Window press the 
[Values] soft button and then select [Fade] or [Delay] from the drop down menu as required. 

 

 

Program Window – Fade View 

 

In the Fade view, the current fade times for each fixture parameter are displayed in table form (see 
example above). 

Fade times can be adjusted using the control wheels, in the same way as the output values, or they 
can be edited directly in the Program Window. 

Use the cursor keys to select a field in the table. Press the SET key, enter the fade time using the 
numeric keypad or external keyboard, then press ENTER.    

Delay times are edited in the same way as fade times.  

 

Note – Fade and Delay Times 

The fade and delay times for all parameters programmed in a cue can also be globally edited from 
the Cue Stack Window. See the Programming chapter in the Operating Manual for further details. 
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14.4 Editing Cues 

To edit a cue, the simplest method is to load it into the Program Window, by entering the following 
command: 

LOAD S/C ENTER  (S = Stack Number, C = Cue Number) 

This will load the cue into the Program Window and output the programmed DMX values.   

You can then select fixtures and make changes to parameter levels and fade and delay times as 
necessary, in the same way as when recording the cue (see earlier). 

To record the changes to the cue, press the UPDATE key.  

 

14.5 Naming Cues  

Select the required cue from the Cue Stack Window and press the SET key or enter the following 
command: 

SET S/C ENTER  (S = Stack Number, C = Cue Number) 

Type in the name using the external keyboard and then press ENTER to complete. 

 

14.6 Playing Back Cues  

Before playing back the programmed cues in a cue stack, it is important to clear the Program 
Window by pressing the CLEAR button. This removes any unrecorded commands and sends 
fixtures to their default values, with the exception of the intensity, which is kept at 0%.  

To play back the cues in a cue stack in sequence first select the required page of playbacks using 
the PAGE+ and PAGE- buttons.  

Press the GO button for the selected playback, and raise the master fader to full. These commands 
can be executed in either order, as sometimes a manual fade up is desirable.   

Pressing the GO button will trigger the start of fades on all parameters, but the intensity channels 
are mixed with the master fader.   

To output the next memory in the stack, simply press the GO button again.   

To output a specific memory in the cue stack, use the cursor keys to select the next memory in the 
Cue Stack Window (indicated with the yellow highlight bar), then press the GO button. 

Once you have finished playing back cues, it is important to release the cue stack. This returns all 
of the affected fixtures to their default values, or to the value they were at before the cue stack was 
executed.  Note that this is a snap function. 

Select the cue stack, using the Stack SELECT button, then press the RELEASE key. 
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15. Palettes  

The Frog 2 provides the user with four sets of 200 palettes. The palettes are stored under the 
nominal headings of Position, Beam, Colour and Effects.   

All palettes may contain any combination of Intensity, Colour, Beamshape, Position and Effects 
parameters. For example, a colour palette may include intensity and colour, a beamshape palette 
could include beamshape and position etc. 

 

15.1 Palette Windows 

Each set of palettes has it’s own palette window. To display a palette window on the monitor, hold 
down the SHIFT key and then press the appropriate attribute key (POSITION, COLOUR, BEAM or 
EFFECTS). 

The palette window contains a soft button for each of the 200 palettes. Each soft button contains 
the following information: 

Palette Number (1 - 200), Status Flag (* = unprogrammed), a set of content flags indicating which 
attributes are programmed in the palette (I = Intensity, C = Colour, B = Beamshape, P = Position, E 
= Effects) and name, if defined.   

Example Colour Palette Window: 
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15.2 Recording Palettes 

Programming a palette is simple and very similar to recording a cue.   

Set up the fixture outputs as required, ensuring that the correct parameters are tagged. To record 
the data as a colour palette, enter the following command: 

RECORD COLOUR N ENTER   (N = palette number). 

If you wish to record attributes other than the default for the palette, these can be selected on the 
Record Options Window on the touch screen before pressing the ENTER key. 

To record the data as a beamshape, position or effects palette, simply replace the COLOUR part of 
the above command with BEAM, POSITION or EFFECTS. 

 

15.3 Naming Palettes 

To assign a name to a palette enter either of the following commands: 

COLOUR N SET or SET COLOUR N ENTER 

Type in the name using the external keyboard and then press the ENTER key to confirm. 

 

15.4 Outputting Palettes 

To apply or output a palette - select a fixture or group of fixtures and then enter one of the following 
commands: 

COLOUR N ENTER   Snaps the outputs to the palette values. 

COLOUR N TIME ENTER  Fades the outputs in time defined by the Time UDF. 

COLOUR N TIME X ENTER  Fades the outputs in X seconds. 

If any of the selected fixtures are not actually programmed in the applied palette, but there are one 
or more fixtures of the same type that are programmed, the fixture will use the values programmed 
for the first fixture of the same type. 

If the fixture data in the Program Window is then recorded into a cue, UDF or UDK, the desk will 
record the palette reference rather than the actual parameter value. 
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16. User Definable Faders (UDF)  

The desk provides 100 pages of 10 User Definable Faders, with associated ‘flash’ buttons. 

The user definable faders may be assigned to Groups, Palettes, Cues, fixture parameters or 
channel data. They can also be assigned to special Time, Override or Virtual Playback Master 
functions. 

 

16.1 UDF / UDK Window 

To display the User Defined Faders/Keys Window on the monitor hold down the SHIFT key and 
press one of the User Definable Fader flash keys. 

The User Defined Faders/Keys Window shows information on the current page of User Definable 
Faders and Keys as shown by the PAGE DISPLAY on the front panel. 

Each of the User Definable Faders has a button in the UDF window. Each of these buttons shows 
the UDF number, the item assigned to the fader and other associated data depending on what is 
actually assigned to the UDF. 

 

16.2 User Definable Faders Setup Window 

To display the UDF Setup Window on the touch screen, hold down the SETUP key and then press 
one of the User Definable Fader flash buttons. This window allows the user to set the various 
parameters for the individual UDF. 

 

16.3 Assigning User Definable Faders 

In this quick start guide we will just consider recording channel data to a UDF. For details of the 
other items that can be assigned to UDF’s see the UDF chapter in the Operating Manual. 

Recording channel data to a UDF is simple – first set up the fixture outputs as required, ensuring 
that the correct parameters are tagged and then enter the following command: 

RECORD <UDF>  (<UDF> = press the FLASH button for the required UDF). 

 

16.4 Outputting User Definable Faders 

The data assigned to a UDF can be output either by raising the fader to full, or by pressing the 
FLASH button associated with the fader.  

The action of the FLASH button can be set to either Flash or Latch in the User Definable Faders 
Setup Window – see UDF section in the Operating Manual for further details. 

 

16.5 Clearing User Definable Faders 

To clear a UDF (ie remove the data assigned to it), enter the following command: 

DEL <UDF>   (<UDF> = press the FLASH button for the required UDF). 
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17. User Definable Keys (UDK)  

The desk provides 100 pages of 20 user definable keys. 

The user definable keys may be assigned to Groups, Individual Fixtures, Palettes, Cues, or channel 
data.  

 

17.1 UDF /UDK Window 

To display the User Defined Faders/Keys Window on the monitor hold down the SHIFT key and 
press one of the user definable keys. 

The User Defined Faders/Keys window shows information on the current page of User Definable 
Faders and Keys as shown by the PAGE DISPLAY on the front panel. 

Each of the User Definable Keys has a button in this window. Each of these buttons shows the UDK 
number and the item assigned to the key (if the UDK is programmed). 

This window is used for information, so that the user can see what is assigned to each UDK on the 
current page. Selecting a soft button in this window with a mouse is equivalent to pressing the 
corresponding UDK on the front panel of the desk. 

 

17.2 User Definable Keys Setup Window 

To display the UDK Setup Window on the touch screen, hold down the SETUP key and then press 
one of the User Definable Keys. This window allows the user to set the various parameters of the 
individual UDK – see UDK section of the Operating Manual for further details. 

 

17.3 Assigning User Definable Keys 

In this quick start guide we will just look at recording channel data to a UDK. For details of all the 
other items that can be assigned to UDK’s see the UDK chapter in the Operating Manual. 

Set up the fixture outputs as required, ensuring that the correct parameters are tagged. To record 
the data to a User Defined Key, enter the following command: 

RECORD <UDK>  (<UDK> = press the required UDK on the front panel). 

 

17.4 Outputting User Definable Keys 

The data assigned to a UDK is output by pressing the UDK on the front panel or by clicking on the 
soft button in the User Defined Faders/Keys Window on the monitor. 

The action of the UDK can be set to either Flash or Latch in the User Definable Keys Setup 
Window. See the UDK section of the Operating Manual for further details. 

 

17.5 Clearing User Definable Keys 

To clear a UDK (ie remove the data assigned to it), enter the following command: 

DEL <UDK>   (<UDK> = press the required UDK on the front panel). 
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18. Groups  

The Frog 2 provides 200 user definable Groups.  Groups are most commonly used when selecting 
fixtures and programming data to be recorded in cues, palettes etc. Groups can also be assigned to 
User Definable Faders (UDF) and User Definable Keys (UDK). 

 

18.1 Group Window 

To display the Group Window on the monitor, hold down the SHIFT key and then press the GROUP 
key. The Group Window contains a soft button for each of the 200 groups. Each soft button 
contains: Group Number (1-200), and name (if defined). 

 

18.2 Master Groups 

As part of the setup process, when fixtures are added to the schedule, the desk automatically 
generates a Master Group for each different fixture type contained in the schedule. It also creates 
an additional Master Group containing all the fixtures in the schedule – The ALL FIXTURES group. 

The Master Groups are displayed in a toolbar on the touch screen whenever you select the GROUP 
key.  Master Groups are not referenced by Group Number and do not appear in the Group Window. 

 

18.3 Automatic Groups 

In Setup, there is an option to generate a set of automatic groups based on the fixture types in the 
schedule. The desk generates a group for each of the Master Groups, plus ‘odd’ and ‘even’ groups 
for each different fixture type in the schedule. 

To create the automatic groups, first enter SETUP, press the [Auto Menus] soft key on the touch 
screen, select the [Create Auto Groups] option, then exit Setup.  

Automatic Groups are referenced by Group Number and appear in the Group Window. 

 

18.4 User Defined Groups 

You can create your own groups of fixtures, eg Floor MAC 500’s, FOH MAC 500’s etc.  

User defined groups can be all of the same fixture type or any combination of fixture types. 

Simply select the fixtures that you wish to be in the group and then enter the command: 

RECORD GROUP N ENTER  (N = Group Number). 

User defined groups are referenced by Group Number and appear in the Group Window. 
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For news, views and the latest 
software visit the Zero 88 

Product Support Forum at: 

support.zero88.com 

Zero 88 
Usk House 

Llantarnam Park 
Cwmbran 
NP44 3HD 

Tel:  +44 (0)1633 838088 
Fax: +44 (0)1633 867880 
email: sales@zero88.com 
Web:  www.zero88.com 

 


